Designed in the USA and produced at our premier
Saxophone manufacturing facility, SAX DAKOTA™ USA
Saxophones are built with expert craftsmanship,
mechanical quality and beauty.

reinforced double arms
for bell/bow/body lower
key cups are on all SAX
DAKOTA™ models.

The brass materials are
77% copper alloy brass.
Black oxide steel springs
& pivot screws, custom
Italian pads, nickel silver
rods add to a list of superior specifications. French
heritage hand engraving, make SAX DAKOTA™ USA the
trend setter in the pro saxophone market.

Key action ranges from
‘soft to spongy’ but rarely
‘solid and certain.’ Knowing that your instrument has that
definitive “solid stop” feel with all
key actions is like searching for
the holy grail. Adding a second
reinforcing key arm to those key
cups solved that problem. Every
key motion is designed to have
a starting and ending point. Our
key pads stop/seal with certainty.

Sax Dakota has its own dynamic life force, evolving from
good to better…and to excellence. The ideal saxophone
can only be a product of creative thinking, innovative ideas, experience and
passion. Traditional designs have been
re-engineered to meet current demands
and design concepts gleaned from the
most savvy saxophone technicians.
Borrowing well established concepts
visionary designs, are the heart and
soul of what makes
SAX DAKOTA™ the
finest, most innovative
saxophone produced
today.
Sax Dakota spatulas
have been reshaped
and positioned to better accommodate players to reach keys with
comfort and ease.
Most key arms/cups lack
the solid precision engineered “feel” of complete
closure. Newly designed
sleek arm shapes and

Key guards, on saxophones, are
akin to distinctive grills on automobiles. They set the tone for
product identity. Sax Dakota has
re-invented key guard design. You
will always recognize Sax Dakota
by its bold smart looking “Grilled” key guards.
Sax Dakota, octave key action is now exacting
and precise. A new thumb rest design guarantees smooth and accurate motion. The left
hand pinky lower stack plateau table has been
totally redesigned for speed and fluid motion.
Big bells and “fat” necks have become
benchmarks for Saxophones. We agree, and have
improved these features. Our “Big Bells” are accurately graduated from the bow……not just flared at
the bell ring. Our “High Performance” necks have a
faster taper that enhances sound projection.
Sax Dakota metal finishes are extraordinary in texture
and color. Satin Silver, Gray Mist, Silver and Gold Plate
are offered in tasteful combinations.
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When every detail is an expression of craftsmanship and skill….Sax Dakota has it all.
We offer the finest Alto and Tenor Saxophones available in the market today.

When performance influences design….Sax Dakota does it like no one else can. We go the
limit with beauty, function and aesthetics. It will outperform like no other Sax you have played.
You can select from an assortment of body finishes that have raised the level of excellence
in taste, lines, texture, recognition and luxury. We’ve elevated function and design to inspire
every owner to higher levels of expectation.
These exceptional saxophones are absolutely loaded with every advanced feature a player
could ask for!

Innovation, Excellence,
Design & Performance....
....make this ‘new generation’ line of superb
saxophones the best and only choice for
professional artists. We’ve created the most
desirable complete line of saxophones for
today’s world market!
Effortless key action combined with ‘smoothas-silk’ plateau mechanisms provide any player
with never before available total control of your most complex
all-register passages.
You’ll be in control of your sax at all times…never a doubt that the
next pattern of notes will come through exactly like you want….and
never a doubt that this sax will respond to your most subtle artistic
needs.
You’ll be both proud and delighted with the accolades received
about the beauty of your Satin Silver or Gray Mist exclusive plated
finishes.
Your rich Silver Plated model with Gold Keys & trim
will bring you even more enthusiastic compliments
when you step out on stage.
You can choose from our fine traditional/classic
group of Altos & Tenors or go for something really
different by selecting either Straight Alto or Tenor
models. Extraordinary engineers have designed
the only authentic pair of Straights available in the
world today.
The Sax Dakota Straight Soprano “retro one-piece tube design”
is guaranteed to provide you with the finest tonality/timbre of any
Soprano Sax you may have played. Its fluid air flow design…from
you to every listener’s ear… will tell you immediately that this is truly
the best Soprano sax in the world.
Now is the best time to ‘step out’ and find out how true all of this
really is. Visit your authorized Sax Dakota dealer for an inspirational
& exciting performance test….
you’ll never regret
this decision!

“SAX DAKOTA DOES IT BETTER....THAN ALL THE OTHERS!”

